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Abstract 
Salvetti, M., On the homotopy theory of complexes associated to metrical-hemisphere 
complexes, Discrete Mathematics 113 (1993) 155-177. 
In the first section we introduce a certain class of cellular complexes, called metrical- 
IzemiJphere complexes (MH-complexes), which generalize oriented matroids, and study their 
main properties. In Section 2 another cellular complex is arsociated to each MH-complex; this 
construction generalizes that given in a preceding work. In Section 3 homotopy theory of the 
associated complexes is studied by introducing a map J : Yie+ 55 between a certain category of 
positiw paths and the fundamental grupoid. If J is injective then the word problem for the 
fundamental group is solvable. In Sections 4, 5 higher homotopy groups are considered, giving 
sufficient criterions for the k(lr, 1) property. Also, the results by Deligne concerning the 
simplicial arrangements is reproved in larger generality. In Section 6 the preceding results are 
exploited to produce new k(~r, 1) spaces associated to arrangement of pseudo-hemispheres. 
Introduction 
This paper generalizes the construction given in [7] to a certain class of regular 
cellular complexes. Roughly speakLIp, such complexes are characterized by the 
fact that each ccl: looks like a standaid metrical hemisphere in the euclidean 
space (once the complexes are endowed with a metric inducing the combinatorial 
metric on the l-skeleton); so we call them metrical-hemisphere complexes or 
MH-complexes. The class of MH-complexes contains the complexes dual to 
‘arrangements of pseudo-hemispheres’, which are known to correspond to 
oriented matroids ((21); so MH-complexes can be considered as a generalization 
of oriented matroids. 
To an MH-complex Q it is possible to associate (similarly to [7]) an 
intrinsecally defined complex, which we call the complex associated to Q (see 
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Section 2). When the initial complex is the dual to an arrangement of hyperplanes 
in R”, the associated complex is isomorphic to the complex constructed in [7]. 
We remark that Gelfand and Ribnikov first observed ([4]) that our construction 
in [7] could be generalized to an oriented matroid (their point of view is different 
from our one here). 
The present work is essentially the study of the homotopy type of these 
associated complexes. In [7] we expressed the conviction that the methods used in 
[l] could be fruitfully translated into the more general language of [7]: we do that 
here (in the more general situation of MH-complexes), obtaining a first 
generalization of Deiigne result in [l] to the complexes associated to simplicial 
arrangements of pseudo-hemispheres. 
Our study furnishes a concrete geometrical interpretation of the categorical 
calculus of fractions (for the definition of calculus of fractions see [3]). In fact, 
there is a natural identification of the fundamental grupoid % of an associated 
complex X with the category of fractions of a category %’ of ‘positive’ paths in 
X. Under suitable conditions the canonical functor Jl : %+ - % is injective iff Ze+ 
admits a calculus of fractions. The main theorem of part 3 is that if J is injective 
then the word problem for the fundamental group of X is solvable. The injectivity 
of J is shown to be equivalent to a sort of ‘flatness’ of the universal covering 
(Theorem 28). 
When J is injective then se+ effectively parametrizes a ‘piece’ %’ of the 
universal covering % of X. Under suitable conditions for Q (always satisfied by 
the dual to an oriented matroid) there is an exhausting sequence of subcomplexes 
of 011, each isomorphic to %‘. So the main theorem of Section 4 follows: if (ii J is 
injective, and (ii) %I’ is contractible, then % is contractible. 
In Section 5 we observe that some of the results in [l] translate in our case into 
the fact that if Q is an MH-complex whose dual is a simplicial complex (more 
some other properties; see Theorem 31) then the category %+ admits a calculus 
of fractions (so J is injective); moreover %+ has a further property (a sort of 
‘convexity’ property) which allows to conclude that %’ is contractible. So 
theorem of Section 4 applies and % is contractible. 
In the last part we show (as said above) how the preceding results produce new 
k(n, 1) spaces. 
The reader can find in [6] a summary of the construction given in [7] (as well as 
several other constructions regarding arrangements of hyperplanes and a big 
bibliography about the topic). 
1. 
All cell-complexes which we consider will always be assumed connected and 
regular. Recall that a regular cell-complex Q is a cell-complex such that every 
attaching map #J : dD’-, @(aDi) c IQ1 is a homeomorphism. The l-skeleton Q, 
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of Q can be thought of as a graph with no loops; when we think of it as an 
abstract graph we indicate it by G. So the vertex-set VG corresponds to the 
O-skeleton Qo, the edge-set EG corresponds to the set of l-cells in Q (however, 
we take the liberty of confusing r~ E VG with the corresponding point in Q. and 
P E EG with the corresponding l-cell). Let CG be the grupoid of edge-paths in G, 
given by all sequences c = (v; e, &, . . . , c,) which correspond to a connected 
path in IQI, where ti E EG and v E e, is the first vertex of C. (Note: v is 
determined by the sequence of edges of c when there is at least one i such that 
U-@+, is one point, i S n - 1; so we sometimes omit of writing v.) Let 
ed: EG-, f$l be the length map, which associates to the path c = (e, , . . . , f,,) the 
number n of its edges. The distance d(v, v’) between v, v’ E VG will be the least 
of the lengths of paths joining v to v’. 
Given an i-cell pi E Q, indicate by Q@) = (0’ E Q : 1~’ 1c 1~ I} and by 
V@) = VG n Q(pi). 
Definition 1. We say that a regular cell-complex Q is a QMH-complex [resp: 
QMH-complex] (quasi-metrical-hemisphere complex with respect to the mini- 
mum [resp: maximum] distance) if there is a map w : VG x Q + VG [resp: 
@ : VG x Q + VG] such that: 
(i) for fixed ci E Q w(v, c’) E V@), vu E VG [resp: r;ii(v, oi) E V(P’), ‘dv E VG] 
(so w(., pi) [resp: W(., Pi)] projects VG into V(C)‘)); 
(ii) the vertex w(v, c’) [@(v, pi)] is the unique vertex in V(P~) with the property 
d(v, w(v, 2)) = J$: ) d(v, w) 
’ f.’ 
(resp: d(v, GJ(~, 2)) = ,VT;;, d(v, w)). 
V’ 
Q will be called a QMH-complex (quasi-metrical-hemisphere complex) if it is 
both a QMH-complex and a QMH-complex and the maps w, i3 satisfy the 
following relations: 
Yv E VG, 0’ E Q, d E Q (Pi) 
Q+_J,~) = ~(bjq~,~i),J) = w(r;t(~,~i),d); (A) 
biqv, d) = y(bqv, Pi), d) = ~(w(v, vi), 2). (W 
Proposition 1. Let Q be a QMH-complex or a QMH-complex. Then each circuit 
in G has an even number of edges (so G is a bipartite graph). 
Proof. Assume Q a QMH-complex. Let c = (v; +?‘I) . . . , &en) be a circuit with first 
and last vertex v. If n is odd the two paths cl = (v; C,. . . . , ~~,l_l~,~), 
c2=(v;&, . . . , tcn+& joining v respectively to the vertices v1 , v2 of t(,,+ 1)/Z 
have the same length (n - 1)/2. Suppose for instance vl = ~(v, ff,1+1),2). Then 
there must exist c3 E CG joining v to v, and with ed(c3) < (n - 1)/2. Then 
f = ~f,~_~~][f~(ec,~+,,/2j’;‘] is a decomposition of f in circuits of shortest length. Thus 
all elementary circuits (therefore all circuits) have an even number of edges. 
The proof when Q is a QMH-complex is analog. q 
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Proposition 2. Let Q be both a QMH-complex anti a QMH-complex. Then 
condit!ons (i) and (ii) below are equivalent. 
(i) Q is a QMH-complex (i.e. conditions (A), (B) hold); 
(ii) WV E VG, pi E Q, w E V(oi): 
d(v, r3(v, c’)) = d(v, w) + d(w, @(v, P’)). (C) 
Moreover, if Q is a OMH-complex then it holds: 
(iii) Vu E VG, pi E Q, w E V(vi) 
d(v, w) = d(v, w(v, c’)) + d(w(v, <ai), w). UN 
Proof. (i) +(ii). Set w’ = G(v, P’) and let c = (w’; k’,, . . . , f,,), t$ E hi, be a 
simple path joining w ’ to w. Set w. = W’ and Wi-1, Wi as the vertices of ei ordered 
according to the natural orientation of c from w’ to w. By induction on k, we 
show that d(v, w’) = d(v, We) + d(wk, w’). The equality being clear when k = 0, 
assume it for h d k. Now ~t(w’, &+I) = @(v, /.+l) by condition (B) above; if the 
latter vertex is IVY, then 
d(w’, wk+,) = d(w’, wk) + 1, d(v, wk+,) = d(v, wk) - 1; 
if it is wk+,, 
d(w’, wk+,) = d(w’, wk) - 1, d(v, ~a+,) = d(v, wk) -t 1. 
In both cases the equality holds for &+, . 
(ii) 3 (i). First prove (i) in the particular case d =ri. Since if v E V(P’) 
~(v, Y’) = v, the first equalities in (A) and (B) are clear. By equality (C) VW E ci 
d(v, G(v, pi)) = d(v, w(v, P’)) + d(p(v, CR’), ti(v, 2)) 
When w f Y(v,P~) then d(v, w) >d(v, ty(z~,,)~)) (by Definition l), so 
d(w, ti(v , (” jj < d( w(v, I>‘), W(v, P’)). That means exactly that w(v, i~i) = 
ti(G(v,d),~‘) (*), Again applying (C) to G(v,c~) and G(w(v,r’), e’) and using 
(*) one has: 
d(m(v,& y(v, Y’)) 
= d(G(v,& E(~(v,P’),I~~)) + d(@(y(v,&J’), ~(v,,~‘)). 
Since the last term of the second member is greater or equal than the one in the 
first member it derives d(t?(u.p’), @(w(v_~~~),,J~)) = 0, which gives (B) when 
Pi =d. 
Now we prove (ii) +(iii). By using +(v,P’) = @(~(v,~~‘),P’) and (C) one 
obtains: 
d(y(v,p’), K+J,P’)) = d(p(v/‘), w) + d(w, w(v,/)). 
Introducing this in the second member of (**) and comparing the result with the 
third member we get (iii). 
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To conclude the proof of (ii)+(i), apply (C) and (D) to w E V(2), d c Q@j) 
obtaining 
d(v, +(v, c’)) = d( v, w(v, 2)) + d(w(v, g), w) + d(w, @(v, P’)). 
Then d(w, rii(v, c’)) is minimum (resp. maximum) when d(w(v, 6), w) is maxi- 
mum (resp. minimum), i.e. when w = ti(@(v, d), d) = @(v, d) (resp. w = 
w(v, d)). That gives 
rii(v, 9) = i,j+iJ(v, pi), J), w(v, d) = $(@(v, pi), 9). 
The equalities w(v, 2) = W(W(V, pi), 8), @(v, d) = @(w(v, pi), ‘i) are an immedi- 
ate consequence of (D). q 
Remark. In the hypotheses of Proposition 2, condition (iii) is not equivalent to 
(i) and (ii). In fact, one can find easy examples for which second equality in (.4) is 
not true (see Fig. 1). 
If Q is a QMH-complex and v E V@), the vertex @(v, P’) will also be called the 
opposite of v with respect to pi and indicated by A,,(v). 
Proposition 3. Let Q be a QMH-complex. Then every map A,., :V(P’)-, V(pi) is an 
involution (fixed point free if i Z= 1) such that WV, w E V(C’): 
(i) d(v, A,~l(v)) = d(w, A,,(w)) 
(call d(v, A,,(v)) = a(~‘) the diameter of pi); 
(ii) djv, w) = d(A,.(v), A,.(w)). 
Proof. By condition (A) applied when pi = J it follows that A,,, is an involution, 
clearly without fixed points if i 2 1. One has by (C): 
(I) d(v, A&j) = d(v, wj + d(w, 4.0~)); 
(2) d(v, A,.(v)) = d(v, A,>(w)) + d(A,.(w), A,.@)). 
Summing up (1) and (2) one has (again by (C)j 2d(v, A,,(v)) = 2d(w, A,,(w)), 
which gives (i). Now subtracting S(pi) = d(w, A,,(v)) + d(A,.(v), APr(w)) from (1) 
one has 0 = d(v, w) - d(A,(v), A,,,(w)), which gives (ii). Cl 
For any ,Ji E Q, indicate by GG’) c G the subgraph corresponding to the 
l-skeleton of Q@) and by dcc,,#,: V(pi) x V(ci)-* N the distance computed by 
using G (pi). 
Fig. 1. Q is given by an octagonal 2-cell more two’ l-cells. 
Deli&ion 2. A regular cell-complex Q will be called a LMH-complex (local- 
metrical-hemisphere complex) if each Q(v~) is a QMH-complex with respect to 
&(,.,, and the following compatibility conditions hold: 
if (>k E Q(P~) f7 Q(d), v E V(P’) il V(2) then 
!j+,,)(U, fq = y&J, I’)(.), ti&J, ck) = G&J, c”) 03 
Here w(,.+ @(,.I,: V(/) x Q(+ V(,‘) are defined similar to w, G but using &,,I,. 
Q will be called a MH-complex (metrical-hemisphere complex) if Q is both a 
QMH-complex and a LMH-complex and for all fai E Q, d E Qc,,‘), v E V(fdi) 
w(v. 6’) = w&J, f’), @(v, d) = i&&J, f-q (F) 
Remark. One can find easy examples of compfexes Q which are both QMH- 
complexes and LMH-complexes but for which condition (F) does not hold (Fig. 
2a) and examples of QMH-complexes which are not LMH-complexes (Fig. 2b). 
For a LMH-complex we set again A,,(v) = @(II, (a’), when v E V(f>‘). 
Proposition 4. Let Q be a LMH-complex; then each closed subcomplex of Q is a 
LMH-complex, arzd for all (ai E Q the complex Q@‘) c Q is a MH-complex. 
Proof. First statement is clear by the definition of LMH-complex. If fJi E Q then 
by definition Q(r’) is a QMH-complex with respect to d,;(,,,, and by the first part 
it is also a LMH-complex. Let fJ E Q(fa’), fsk E Q(d), u E V(fJ): then since Q is a 
LMH-complex F~,~,(v, #a”) = 1y(,,)(u, fak), Wcl,(v, 0’) = WcI,(v, f8k) which means 
exactly that Q(r’) is an MH-complex with respect to d,;,,,,. q 
Proposition 5. Let Q be a MH-complex, t’ E Q, u, v’ E V(f)‘). Then d(v, v’) = 
dc,..& v’). 
proof. Let c = (u; [,,. _ _ = flzy;,! b;e 2 ~~15--~--i ..SaS1lI~~~~ path ot G(f#‘) between v and v’ (so 
.‘5 7 i~&,~,(v, ’)), let vi-,, vi be the vertices of lj ordered according to the 
orientation of v from v to u’ (so v~, = v, v,, = v’). Since r is minimal in G(f,‘) then 
‘41,&J, cp,) = q-1 and by (F) this coincides with w(v, t;). SO dC,.(,+, v,) = 
dc;(,I,(v, u,-l) + 1. and d(v, q) = dlv, v,_,) + 1, j = 1, . . . , tt. This proves the 
proposition. 3 
Fig. 2a. Q is given by an octagonal 2-cell more Fig. 2h. Q is given by adding in Fig. 2a 3 
iour I-cek. squared 2-cell with boundary ABCD. 
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Main example. Recall ([2]) that an arrangemenf of pseudo-hemispheres is 
a regularly cellularized sphere S” endowed with an involutive homeomorphism 
* :S” + S” without fixed points, together with a collection E = {h,},,, of closed 
subcomplexes each homeomorphic to D” and such that: 
(1) hi E g + *(hi) E 5 and hi f~ “(hi) = dhi = d(*(hi)); 
(2) if A c 5 and A = *(A) then nlrEA h is empty or a sphere; for any h’ E g, 
either h’ 2 n,_, h or h’ f~ nlrEA h is a closed ball. 
(3) every cell of S” is intersection of elements of 5. 
Note. (i) There is a bijective correspondence between arrangements of pseudo- 
hemispheres and oriented matroids in which each circuit has at least three 
elements [2; Corollary to Theorem 201. 
(ii) The quotient map S” *St’/* = P”(rW) takes g into an arrangement of 
pseudo-hyperplanes, i.e. a regular cellularization of lP”(rW) together with a 
collection JU of subcomplexes homeomorphic to IFP”-I@), such that if A c .4 then 
nMEA M is (homeomorphic to) a projective space and two pseudo-hype,rplanes 
cross each other trasversally. 
For an arrangement of pseudo-hemispheres i = (S”, E, *) let us call chambers 
the interiors of the n-cells of S”, faces %e relative interiors of the (n - I)-cells of 
S” and in general facets the re!,%_ +;ve interiors of the cells in S”. Also call walls the 
(n - 1)-spheres dh, h E 5% The dual complex to s4 is the dual cellularization of S” 
induced by all facets. So for each facet F’ of codimension i there is a dual facet (Ji 
of dlmcnsion i. 
Proposition 6. Let & = (Y, g, *) be an armngement of pseudo-hemispheres. Then 
the complex Q dual to it is a MH-complex. 
Proof. For a facet F’ of codimension i set IF’1 = nllIFl h /,so F’ c 1 F’I) and let pi 
be the dual cell in Q. Now let ZJ E Q,,(=VG) which is duxl to a chamber C of d; 
one has to show that there is a unique w E V@) with t!re lowest distance from IJ 
and a unique W E V(ei) with highest distance from u. This is clear if i = 0, for then 
w = *a = PO* Let i > 0 and let IF’1 be given by the intersection of the walls 
Hj = ahj = a(*(hj)), j = 1, . . . , t. We need the following lemmas (see [7]). 
Lemma 7. Let C, , Cz, C3 be chambers in S”, !et X(Ci, Cj) be the set of walls 
separating Ci from Cj (H = G(h)= 3(*(h)) ,r.eparates Ci from Cj ifi Ci c h, 
Cj c “(h), or viceversa). Then: 
X(C,, C,) = [X(C,, CWW2, C,,] u [WCZ, CWW1, C,)]. 
Proof of Lemma 7. Clear. Cl 
Say that an edge e E EG crosses a wdll H if t is dual to a face F’ with IF’1 = H. 
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Lemma 8. A puth r E CG between the vertices v and v ’ dual respectively to the 
chambers C and C’ has minimal length (among all paths from v to v’) ifi it crosses 
once and only once the wa!!s which separate C from C’, and does ilot cross any 
other wal!. 
so 4(c) = #%qC, C’). 
Proof of Lemma 8. Let k = #X(C, C’). By condition (3) defining arrangements, 
if C # C’ there is a ~211 H of C separating C from C’. Let c” be a chamber 
adjacent to C through H (i.e. having a common face with C in H): then by 
preceding lemma #%‘(C”, C’) = k - 1 and one concludes by induction. Cl 
End of proof of Proposition 6. Let us consider the arrangement ~4” of 
pseudo-hemispheres induced by hi, *(hj), j = 1, . . . , t. Let C’ be the chamber of 
94’ which contains C, C the unique chamber of CrB which Is contained in C’ and 
whose closure contains F’, c the unique chamber of & contained in *(C’) whose 
closure contains F’, and let w, i3 E VG be dual respectively to C, c. Observe that 
X(C,C)=(H I,..., HI} and if w E V(P’) is dual to the chamber D of & then 
Z(C, D) U X(D, c) = Z’(C, c), %‘(C, D) n %‘(D, c) = 0 (by Lemma 7). 
Moreover z(C, D) = x(C, C) U z(C, D), X(C, C) n X(C, D) = 0, and 
%‘(C, c) = %‘(C, D) U %‘(D, c), %‘(C, D) n X(0, c) = 0 (again by Lemma 7). It 
follows at once from Lemma 8 that w(v, 69’) = w, $(v, ri) = @ are the vertices of 
V(pi) respectively closest and farest from v, that they satisfy equality (C) of 
Proposition 2, and also the further conditions (E), (F) of Definition 2. 0 
If & = (Sn, 5, *) is an arrangement of pseudo-hemispheres, then we can see 
SnCIRn+’ as the boundary of the standard (12 + I)-cell D*+‘, taking the cone on 
S” with vertex 0. Let & be obtained from Q by identifying dD”+’ to S”. 
Proposition 9. The complex & is a MH-complex with exactly one cell (D"+ ‘) of 
maximal dimension. 
Proof. We already know that Q is a MH-complex; so one has to check conditions 
(A), (B) for the new cell Dn+‘. Define ti(v, Dn+‘) as the vertex dual to the 
chamber *(C), where C is the chamber dual to v. Then (from Lemma 8) one 
concludes easily. Cl 
2. 
To any QMH-complex or ;,MH-complex Q is intrinsccally associated a regular 
ceii-complex X, which we crtll the complex associated to Q, as folicws. 
Set X0 = Q,,. For each l-cell P’ E Q, with vertices v, , v2 E Q(, = X,,, let us attach 
to {v,, ~2) two l-cells (,#I: v,), (#?I; vz), with a(P’; Vi) = { vl, v,}, and let ((>I; vi) 
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oriented so that Vi is the first vertex in the boundary. This gives the I-skeleton X, 
of X together with an orientation of it. So X, corresponds to an oriented graph G 
such that ‘v’G = VG and G has two edges for each edge of G. By recurrence, 
assume to have constructed the j-skefeton of X, 1 pi 6 i - 1, where Xj is written 
as xi = Uk- j.r.keC).tveQ(rk) (eh; 2r ) , and construct Xi as follows (one has (,j); V) = ,,“, 
%a” E Q, u E V ((4”) = <a0 ). For each (gi E (2, IJ E V(P~:, let $(v, (ai): &‘+ Xi-1 be the 
cellular map taking d c 3)’ into (,j* , w(v, P)) . By conditions (A) and (B) in 
Definition 1 it immediately derives 
So let us attach an i-cell ((ai; V) to Xi-1 by using $(v, ri). Actually we can extend 
@(v, (3’) to all of ri (and we continue to denote @(II, f,‘) this extension), so @(v, (8’) 
gives an identification of pi and (f#‘; v). 
Proposition 10. ff Q is a QMH-complex (resp. a LMH-complex, an MH- 
complex) then the associated complex 
is a QMH-complex (resp. a LMH-complex, an MH-complex) endowed with a 
natural cellular map w : X + Q : W( (oi; v >) = (Ii. Ooze has 
a((4 v)) =,,Eu,) (k I?@, 4). (**c) 
I/I IX,, : X0--, Q. is an isomorphism and in general I/I- ’ (P’) consists of # V(oi) i-cells 
of x. 
Proof. Both that the map r/~: X + Q : (fji; v) +ci is a cellular map and the last 
statement come from the construction of X. Since the graph G corresponding to 
X, is obtained just by ‘doubling’ the edges of G, the distance between two 
vertices is the same both measured by using G and by using G. Also by 
construction V((ri; v}) = V(oi), %’ E (2, so first statement (together with com- 
patibility condition (C) and (D)) follows. Cl 
Remarks. (1) One could as well have defined the associated complex through k, 
so obtaining an isomorphic complex because of equalities (B). 
(2) By Proposition 10 one could construct the complex X”) associated to X, 
that is the second associated complex of Q, then the associated X’“’ of X”’ and so 
on, obtaining a sequence XC”‘, rz 2 1, of QMH (LMH, MH)-complexes with map 
I/!& :X(“), (2. An i-cell of X(“) is written as (c’; vl, . . . , v,,), Vj E V(P’), SO 
I/J,;‘(~)‘) is given by (#V(fj’))” i-cells. Setting XC(‘) = Q, X”’ = X one has that the 
Euler characteristic is: 
M. 
(3) The edge-set EG of the oriented graph c takes a structure of an oriented 
matroid. In fact let * : EG- EG be given by *( (p’;v)) = ((a’; v’), where v, v’ are 
the vertices of pi E Q; then one sees that (EG, c, *) is an oriented matroid, where 
g is the set of circuits of G. 
Proposition 11. Let Q be a QMH-complex, VEVG and let @,,:Q*X be the 
cellular map @,,(Y’) = ((ai; ~(v, (a’) , +I&’ E Q. Then +,, is an embedding of Q into 
X. and X = UrlEVG @,4Q)- 
Proof. One has to show that 
IfP’ c a@‘) n a(~~) then<>“(W) c o?((fpi; w(v, pi)) n a( (2; e*(u, 2)) iff w = w(v, Ck) = 
y(y(v, pi), fpk) = w(y(v, d), dnk) by (**). So by conditions (.A) first statement 
follows. The latter is clear, since f>‘(v) = &,(fJ’) if v E V(fji). I3 
Corollary 12. Let Q be a QMH-complex, # ,,,.___.,, n : Q * X(“) be the map taking pi 
into (P’; ~(v,, pi), . . . , ~(v,,, vi)). Then $I ,,,.___.,, n is an embedding and X(“) = 
U,,.. ..vn $1, I..... zvn (Q)- 
Proof. Same proof as Proposition 11, using induction on n. Ii 
For the grupoid CG of edge-paths in G one can introduce a notation similar to 
the one used for CG. A path c E CG will be given by an expression 
r= (u; @i 7 - - - , E,,f,*:,), &, = f 1, 4 E EG, v E f1 the first vertex of c. Here &j4 is 
an edge of c above the edge I$ of G (so W(cj4) = 4) and (v; f,, . . . , &) E CG. 
Starting from v one knows which of the two edges above 6 are traversed by c 
because of Ej, which says if c traverses positively or negatively such edge (recall 
that d is oriented). For instance if E, = i c crosses ( el; v) , if cl = - 1 c crosses 
( f,; v’), v’ being the other vertex of e, (see also [6,7]). 
Let C’G [C-G] c CG be the subgrupoid of paths which are traversed along the 
positive [negative] direction; call positive [negative] a path r E C’G[C-G]. 
Moreover. call minimal positive path a path c E C’G between v and v’ such that 
cd(r) = d(v, v’). 
Proposition 13. Let Q be a QMH-complex or a LMH-complex, ri E Q, v E V(P~). 
Then the I-skeleton of (~1’; v ) is given by all minimal positive paths of I+IJ- ‘( G(P’)) 
going from v to A,,(v). 
In particular in a LMH-complex the boundary of each 2-cell (e2; v), v E V(02), 
is composed by the two minimal positive paths (of the same length) going from v to 
A,:(v). 
Proof. One has to show that if (c’; w) c a( (t~j; u)) then there is a minimal 
positive path from u to A,,,(v) containing (v’; w ). This immediately comes from 
(**) and from equality (C). Cl 
We call the two privileged vertices 21, A,,,(v) of (3’ the first and lust vertex of Pi 
respectively, and indicate them by F((a’) and L@‘) respectively. Also if r E CG, 
F(r) and L(C) will denote the first and last vertex of r. 
3.1. Let Q be a LMH-complex and let X be the complex associated to Q, of 
which here we want to study the fundamental group. So one considers the 
2-skeleton X2. Each 2-cell (f>“; u) looks like in Fig. 3 (see Proposition 11): it is a 
polygon with an even number of edges oriented from 2r to A,.?(v). 
In CG one has the equivalence relation given by the relative homotopy of the 
corresponding paths in X (or X2). Such equivalence, which we denote by =, is 
g,Clr&,_ ---orated by the following ‘moves’: 
(la) change the path r- = CIC’) , _ into a path of the kind C’ = ‘.l/i//-‘~~, where 
F(//) = L(c,): 
(lb) delete from c =c,//-~c~ the path/;/,-‘; 
(2’) if c = C,yc2, whert y is a subpath of a boundary path of a 2-cell +-.’ of X, 
substitute to y the path y’ (with F(y’) = F(y), L(y’) = L(y))) which contains the 
remaining edges of (Jo. 
so r =c’ iff c’ is obtained from r by a finite sequence of the above moves. Call 
% the category with oh(%) = VG, .NY( %) = CG/= (so J%( (6’) is the fundamental 
grupoid of X). 
Consider now the following move: 
(2) if c = c,yc2 and y, y’ are the two minimal positive paths joining 21 to A,.z(v) 
in (6~‘; v), then substitute y’ to y in C. 
Proposition 14. Moues of type (2’) are compositicdn of moues of type (1) and (2). 
Fig. 3. 
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Proof. One must obtain that if y’y-I is a boundary path of a 2-cell of X then y’ 
can be obtained from y by moves of type ( 1) and (2). This is easy to see from the 
definitions by looking at the description of a 2-cell of X. 3 
Move (2) takes C’G into itself and generates in (C’G) an equivalence relation 
which we indicate by & (positive equivalence). Denote by Ze+ the category with 
Qh(%+) = VG, AS(W) = C’G/&. Clearly C, C’ E C’G, c &c’ implies c = C’ so 
there is a functor 
J:%‘-%. 
Proposition 15. The category % can be identified with the category of fractions of 
%+ and J with the associated canonical functor. 
Proof. Recall ([3]) that to each category Cc and each subset Cc &r(6) is 
associated a category of fractions (?‘[Z-‘1 and a morphism Pr:CF- c[Y’] 
verifying the following universal properties: (i) Pr makes all morphisms of C 
invertible; (ii) if 9 : Cc - 3 makes all morphisms of C invertible, there exists one 
and only one functor 99: Cr[Z-‘I- 3 such that 9 = 90 Pz 
Now clearly J makes all morphisms of %’ invertible (the inverse of the class of 
(+t;l,..., + &) being the class of (- e,, . . . , - &,)). Let 9 : 92’ - 2 be a functor 
making all morphisms of %’ invertible. Every element in CG is written as 
l-I:= 1 (pi)%, c, E C’G, Vi = f 1. Then define 
‘( [ fi trilvt] ) = fi S([rj]+=)vf. 
i=l : i=l 
If [I;: i (t4)pl is obtained from fly=, (c,)‘; by an elementary move of type (1) or (2), 
then cleariy 
so le is well-defined. Hence % is the category of fractions of %+ (with 
2 = A-( %‘)) and J is the associated canonical functor. Cl 
One says that the category %+ admits a (strong) calculus of left fractions iff the 
following conditions are verified (see [3; Ch. 1, 21): 
(i) if cl. rz E C’G;, with F(c,) = F(c,), then there exist J,, t/Z E C’G, with 
F((/I-) = L(ci) (i = 1, 2), such that ~1(/, Itr~/‘,; 
(ii) (cancellation law) if r, rl, cz E C+&, with L(r) = F(ri) (i = 1, 2), and WI &wZ 
then cl _-cl. f 
The conditions for a calculus of right fractions are the dual to (i) and (ii) and 
are obtained by reverting all arrows. 
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Note. If c= (+& . . . , f,), define the opposite of c as the path (+ e,,, . . . , +t,). 
By passing to the opposite paths one sees that %’ admits a calculus of left 
fractions iff it admits a calculus of right fractions. So we will simply say, when it is 
the case, that %+ admits a calculus of fractions. 
When %+ admits a calculus of fractions then in the category of fractions each 
[c] E A(%?) (i.e. each homotopy class of paths) can be written in the form 
kl = (kll)(MF’~ where cl, c2 E C’G (see [3; Ch. 11). Two paths C, C’ with same 
ends are homotopic if and only if for any writing 
H = klm21)-1~ VI = (Nml)- l (ci, ~,f E C+G, i = 1, 2), 
there exist (/, J E C’G such that F((/) = L(q) = L(c2), F(J’) = L(c;) = L(r;), 
L(J) = L(J) and with 
q</& q, .@&Y. 
This gives the following theorem. 
Theorem 16. If the category % admits a calculus of fractions then 5 : %+ --, % is 
injective. 
Proof. If Cl =c2, Cl, 9 E C’G, then [c,][l]-’ = [c2][1]-‘, so there exist (II, A2 E C’G 
By cancellation f1 =t f2. Cl 
Remark. Clearly if CD is injective then cancellation laws hold in 
3.2. In analogy with [7; Part 21 we have the following theorem 
Theorem 17. Let Q be a LMH-complex such that n,(Q) = 1 
z+. 
and let X be its 
associated complex. Then two minimal positive paths with same ends are relative 
homotopic. 
Proof. Let cl, c2 E C’G be such that F(q) = F&) = v, L(c,) = L(c2) = v’ and 
ed(c,) = ed(c,) = d( v, v’). Clearly also q(cl), v(c,) E CG are minimal paths be- 
tween v and v’ of the same length d(v, v’), so no two edges of vi are sent by 9 
into the same edge of G (i = 1, 2). Moreover, if f is an edge of ci and, conside:-ing 
(8) as a subpath of pi, F((f)) = w, then w(v, e) = w since Ci is minimal. It follows 
that cl and c2 are contained in &(Q), so by Proposition 11 and n,(Q) = 1 
vi =c2. El 
Corollary 18. ff Q is an MM-complex, all relations for n,(X) come from the set 
93 = {cl’;’ : cl, c2 minimal positive paths with same ends >. 
Proof. In fact, the relation coming from the boundary of a 2-cell is in %!. Cl 
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CoroUary 19. Let Q be the M-l-complex dual to a proper arrangement of 
pseudo-hemispheres (27, 5, *), n > 1, X its associated complex. Then the same 
conclusion as in Theorem 17 holds. 
Proof. Recall that E is a proper arrangement in S” if ntsE h = 0. In this case the 
dual clJmplex Q is homeomorphic to S”, so Theorem 17 applies. Cl 
Nore that the complex 8 of Proposition 9 is always simply connected, so 
Thecrem 17 always applies to its associated 2. 
Theorem 17 can be strengthened when Q is the MH-complex dual to an 
arrangement of pseudo-hemispheres. 
Thmrem 20. Let Q be the MH-complex dual to a proper arrangement of 
pwudo-hemispheres (S”, 5, *), n > 1, X its associated complex. Then ifc, r’ E C’G 
ar? minimal positive paths with same ends then c kc’. 
proof. Let c=(+e,,.. . ,+e,), c’=(+&. . . ,+e;,), with F(c)=F(c’)=v, 
I&=) = L(c’) = v’ belonging respectively to the chambers C, C’. We proceed by 
induction on n, the case n = 0 being trivial. If 4’, = e; then by induction 
I+&, . - - , + f,) & (-be;, - I . , + t,) so c kr’. Otherwise let H(H’) be the wall 
dual to e,(e;). 
The walls H and H’ separates C from C’ and H n H’ f 0 (as it is easy to see 
from the fact that * permurzs both the two hemispheres bounded by H and those 
bounded by H’); so by condition (2) defining arrangements H n H’ = Snm2. Let 
D(C, C’S = f%,,-.,-, h: we Aaim that if D(C, C’) #0 then D(C, C’) 17 H n H’ # 
0. In fact ([2; Lemma p. 1171) if A c E then &,., h is connected or empty, so 
D(C, C’) is connected (rztually homeomorphic to a closed disk). H\(H n If’) 
has two connected corn! onents H,, Hz, one of which (say H,) intersects C-; 
similar for H’\(H n H’) = Hi U Hi, where Hi n C- #0. So D(C, C’) n H, # 
0 # D(C, C’) n Hi. Since DjC, C’) contains C’, it must intersect H2 U Hi; but 
then if G(C, C’) n H f H’ = 0 then one of D(c‘, C’) n H, D(C, C’) n H’ would 
be disconnected, conz-arely to the above mentioned lemma. It follows that 
D(C, C’) n H n H’ contains a 2-codimensional facet F2. Let p2 be the dual to 
F2, v” = E(v, P’ ). Thin there is a minimal positive path y. from U” to v’ and two 
minimal positive pa&s y, y’ with F(y) = rt(v, 4’,), F(y’) = @(v, e2), L(y) = 
L(y’) = v”, such that ,I= (v; + fi)yyo, R = (v’; +Qy’yo are minimal positive 
paths. By induction P & 11, r’ &J. Now if ed(y,,) > 0 (i.e. U’ # v”) then by 
induction (v; + C,)y & (v; + e;)y’ so J&R. Otherwise choose y (resp. y’j so that 
its last edge is dual to H’ (resp. H). Let y” be a minimal positive path joining v to 
~(v, ‘a’), ci, 6’ the two minimal positive paths of a(~‘; W(V, p’)) going from 
~(u, p’) to u’, where the first edge of 6 (resp b’) is dual to H (resp. H’). Then the 
last edge of (v ; t, ) y is the same as the last edge of ~“6, as well as those of 
(v; +e;)y’, ~“6’. By induction (v; +6’,)y& y”d & ~“6’ & (v’ +e;)y’, so again 
d&t. The casi when D(C, C’) = 0 (which corresponds to C’ = *(C)) is 
similar. U 
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As an immediate consequence one has the following. 
Corollary 21. If Q, X are as in Theorem 19 then the restriction of J to the classes 
of minimal positive paths is injective. 
A simply connected MH-complex (or LMH-complex) Q for which the conclusion 
of Theorem 20 (or Corollary 21) holds will be called a flat MH-complex 
(LMH-complex) . 
For a flat MH-complex, we indicate by N(V, v’) E %+(v, v’) the &- 
equivalence class determined by a minimal positive path from v to 2~‘. 
Proposition 22. Let Q be a flat MH-complex: then if e, et are parallel edges of the 
graph G, there exist e = fI, &, . . . , 4, = 4” E EG such that 4 U c+, is the 
boundary of a 2-cell of Q. 
Proof. Assume 8, e’ are parallel edges in G with ends U, 21’. By hypothesis the 
two paths (v ; + e), (v ; + e’) are connected by a sequence of moves of type (2). 
Since their length is 1, the 2-cells used for the moves must have just two edges in 
their boundary; this concludes the proof. Cl 
If Y* E Q has &* = 4’ U f’, note that a contraction of P* glueing e to C’ induces a 
contraction of the two 2-cells of X which are above p*. So up to homotopy one 
can reduce to the case with no parallel edges. 
3.3. Cellular complexes dual to arrangements of pseudo-hemispheres possess a 
global involution * which allows to deduce further results (for the complex $ 
considered in the remark at the end of part 1 coincides with the involution 
A D”+l. - Y(D”+‘)+ V(D”+‘)). 
Definition 3. Q will be called an MH*-complex if Q is a flat MH-complex 
endowed with an involutive automorphism * : G+ G of the graph G (which 
induces involutions “:VG+VG:v+v* and * : EG-, EG : f* t*) such that: 
(l*) v* is the unique vertex such that d(v, v*) = maxWEVG d(v, w); 
(2*) Vu, w E VG d(v, v*) = d(v, w) + d(w, v*). 
Proposition 23. If Q is an MH*-complex then: 
(i) d(v, v*) = d(w, w*) Vu, w E VG (caN d(v, v*) = S(Q) the diameter of Q); 
(ii) d(v, w) = d(v*, w*) Yu, w E VG. 
Proof. Practically the same 1 loof as that of Proposition 3. Cl 
The involution * : EG-, EG induces an involution * : CG* CG, and this latter 
(because of the isomorphism C’G = CG) induces an involution * : C’G+ C’G 
:c+r*. If y, y’ are the two positive boundary paths of a 2-cell of X, then y and 
y’ are minimai by Proposition 5, so by Proposition 23 *(y), *(y’) are still 
minimal. Then by definition y & y’. This proves the following. 
Because of Proposition 22 and 24, the involution * : %‘+ %+ is completely 
determined by * : VG + VG. In particular (by Proposition 23) the class of a 
minimal positive path goes into the class of a minimal positive path. 
If Q is an MH*-complex the symbol U* will stand for U(V, v*), when the 
vertex u is determined by the context. 
One says that (Y E c&~( ‘6”) begins (ends) by (Y’ E A/( %“I iff cy = CY’/~( =@a’) 
for some /3 E A( % +). 
Proposition 25. Ler Q be an MH*-complex, r E %‘(v, w), JE %‘(v, w’). Then: 
(i) f-t,* =N*c*; 
(ii) if I/= ~(v, v&(v,, V,) - - - ~(v,,_.~, v,,) (where v,~ = w’) then &*)” begins by 
‘L 
PI-oaf. This proposition is similar to [ 1; Lemma 1.261 and is proved analogously. 
We repeat the proof by completeness. 
For (i) use induction on II = cd(c), reducing to rz = 1. Then c = N(V, U, ), where 
n(v, v,) = 1. Ihus: 
I’// * =N(V, Vi)'/(V,, (V,)*) =“(‘, ‘,)“(‘,) ‘~*)“(““, (‘,)*) 
=,,(v, v*),,(v*, (v,)*) =N =r*, 
because of equality (2*) and condition defining flat MH-complex. 
For (ii), note that by (i) c(II~)I~ =(II*)“Y’, where r’ is r or c* according as 12 is 
even or odd. Now 
By induction there exists J’ such that 
N(V, v,) - - - II(~,I_-l, u,,_, jd' = +*)‘I-I, 
so by (i) 
which gives tne thesis. CJ 
Corollary 26. Let Q be m MH “-complex. Then axiom (i) (und its dual) which 
defines a calculus of fractions is verified. So J : % + --, % is injective ijj cuncellatiorl 
laws hold in % + . 
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Proof. It is sufficient to apply (ii) of Proposition 25. Cl 
Theorem 27 (word problem). Let Q be an MH*-complex such that G has no 
paraliel edges. Then bf J : %” -3 % is kjective ((Jcancellation laws hold by 
Corol/‘ary 23) the word problem for n,(X) is solvable. 
Proof. Proposition 25 gives a finite method to write any path c E %(v, v’) in the 
form (U *)-‘*c’, c’ E &r(%+). If //E %(u, v’) then one can put c and 4 in the 
preceding form and with the same exponent for N*. So c = (u*)-“c’, n/= (II*)-“J. 
Then c = / iff C’ &tR; since there are only a finite number of positive paths of 
given length the theorem follows. U 
4. 
Let us consider now the univel sal covering at : % 9 X, where X is the complex 
associated to an MH*-complex Q of dimension N. After a choice of a base-vertex 
v. E %, % is still described as a regular cell complex. One has 
where the union is take? over all d E Q, 2r E V(A’j, and all homotopy classes cy of 
paths joicing v,) to 21. The boundary of a j-cell of % is given by 
a(& v), = ,,,_k&, (J-‘; w(v1 ‘j-‘))~,,(*),Wl(ll.r,l- ‘Jr 
Moreover, one can give an orientation to the l-skeleton %, by requiring that the 
restriction of n to %, is orientation preserving. So one can consider again the 
class of positive paths in a,. 
Theorem 28. % is a LMH-complex and if c E c’ G then the pull-back n*(c) is a 
minimal path in the graph (45,. 
Cancellation laws hold in %+ (eJ is injective) ifl % is flat. 
Proof. First statement is clear since %! looks locally as X. 
Each vertex of the graph %, is given by a homotopy class EY E %(v,,). If 
(Y, /3 E %(v,,) then the distance in 021, between c-~ and /3 is given by 
min{ed(c): c E CG is such that [cl=_ = CY-l/3}. 
Since if c E C’G then cd(c) is minimum among ed(c’) such that C’ =c, second 
statement follows. 
Two paths c, C’ E C’G are relative homotopic iff Jz*(~), n*(c’) have the same 
endpoints. By the previous part n*(c), n*(c’) zrc minimal positive paths in %; so 
third statement is achieved by lifting and projecting homotopies. Cl 
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Remark. By the third part of Theorem 28 and by Theorem 27 it follows that if % 
is flat then the word problem is solvable. 
Let us set %’ as the subcomplex of ‘34 given by all the cells which are indicized 
by the homotopy classes of positive paths. If J is injective we can consider such 
classes as classes of positive equivalence, so that 
q‘+= u (&4, 
rJ.u.a 
where ac E &( %+). 
Lemma 29. Let Q be an MH*-complex. If cancellation laws hold in %‘(a 
,!I : W--t, % is injective) then there is a sequence of embeddings j,, : %!P + % such 
that i,,(W) c j,(%‘) c j&B+) c - - - , U, jn(%+) = %!L (so 42 = lim_+ jn(%+)). 
Proof. Since %’ admits a calculus of fractions, each c E &(%‘) (F(C) = v,) can be 
written in the form c = (t,*)-%-‘, C’ E J&( %‘) (see Proposition 25 and the proof of 
Theorem 27). For fixed n, (w*)-~‘%’ = (N*)-%‘@c’ It& ~0 the map j,, : z++ % 
j&-) = (M*)-‘“c-, is injective and induces an embedding jn : Q+-+ ??L :P~(v)~+ 
+~)~~f~,. Clearly in@+) cjn+l(Q+), n a 0, and since lim_. jn( %‘) = %, then 
lJ j&B+) = %, which gives the proposition. Cl 
Now we can state the second main theorem of this paper. Actually, at this 
point its proof is straightforward. 
Theorem 30 (Higher dimensional homotopy).let Q be an MH*-complex. If: 
(i) cancellation laws hold in %’ (eJ: %‘++ 5% is injective); 
(ii) %’ is contractible; 
then the universal covering % of the associated complex X of Q is contractible. 
Proof. It immediately follows from Lemma 29. Cl 
Here we shall consider MI-I*-complexes Q which are cellularizations of closed 
manifolds (as it happens for arrangements of pseudo-hemispheres) and such that 
their dual complex Q” is a simplicial complex. Q” is essentially given by the 
baricentrica! subdivision of Q. In the case of arrangements, the condition Q” 
simplicial is equivalent to the fact that all chambers be simplexes. The point is 
that for such complexes one can deduce cancellation laws in J&(%‘). 
Given vl, v2 E VG, denote by 
fi(v,, v2) = {il E VG: d(u,, u) + djv, v2) = d(v,, u,)} 
= (v E VG: N(v,, v2 ) ends by N(V, v,)}. 
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Theorem 31. Let Q be an MI-#*-complex which is a ceilufarization of a closed 
manifold, and assume that the dual complex Q v is simplicial. Let C, r’, C” E C’G. 
Then : 
(i) CC’ &cc”*c’ &:I’; 
(ii) CC”&P’C”~$C &t-l; 
(iii) let c E &(%+), L(f) = w. There exists v’ E VG such that c ends by M(v”, w) 
iff v” E D(v’, w). 
Proof. Again, this is similar to [l; I.191 and we re-give here the proof by 
completeness. 
AS already observed, %’ admits left-cancellation iff it admits right cancellation, 
so (i) can be deduced by (ii). 
By induction on ed(c”j one is reduced to prove (ii) when ed(c”) = 1. 
Given a path d= (+& +&, . . . , + &) E C’G(v, w) we shall denote by (i the 
subpath (+& . . . , + f-_l). Note that if R = (-t&i, . . . , + [A) E C”G(v, w) and 
&, # eh then <,, f; belong to a unique 2-facet e2 E Q (since their duals are such 
that (e,)” n (k’;)’ n (closure of w “) # 0 because Q v is simplicial). 
In the set of paths of C*G(v, w) which have length n introduce the following 
relation R,(c, c’): 
if c = (+t;, . . . , +e,,), C’ = (+&, . . . , +tn_-l) then R,@, /) iff 
(a) II = 0; 
(bj n ~0, e, = 8; and;&‘; 
(c) n > 0, e, # e: and there is a path I E C”G(v, w,) such that ~N(w~, 6) & 
&(wl, $‘); h ere if p2 is the cell containing &, +?A we set wl = ti(w, p2), while 
$ = L(T), S” = L(Y). 
One shows by induction on n that R, is an equivalence relation. For II = 0 that 
is trivial, so assume if for i < n and proof the following claims. 
Claim 1: for i < n Ri(P, c’) NC AZ c’. 
In fact, trivially R’(c, c’) +r Z!S c’. Conversely, if c = cl, c2, . . . , ck = C’ is such 
that 2” is obtained from ?’ by a move of type (2), then R’(c’, ?‘). 
Claim 2: (ii) is true for ed(cc”) < n. 
It comes trivially from condition (b) defining Ri. 
Claim 3: (iii) is true when cd(c) < n. 
Let P = {N(v”w) :r ends by ‘((v”, w)} and let u(v’, w) be of maximal length 
(say k) in 9. We want to show that v’ satisfies (iii). It wilI suffice to prove that if V” 
satisfies: (*) U(V), w) ends by ~(v’, w) but does not end by (+e) ~(v”, wj and (,++?) 
M(v”, w) E 9; then there is 9”” with d(v”‘, w) > d(v”, w) still satisfying (*). 
If v” satisfies (*) there exists C’ E EG such that N(v’, w) ends by ( + e’) ~(v”, w) 
since ed(f,(v”, w)) < k by the maximality of k. Let P’ be the cell containing e, e’, 
let v1 = %(v”, p2). Th en N(v~, w) E 9: in fact, by claim one can write c = cl 
N(v”, w) where cl ends by (+e) and by (+P); then by condition (c) defining R’ ~1 
ends by v(v,, v”) and so c ends by N(v,, v”)u(v”, w) = ~(v,, w). It follows that 
N(V), w) does not end by U(V, w). If y is the minimal positive path of ap2(u”) 
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containing (+ t”) as its last edge, then y ends by a subpath y’ such that F( y’) 
satisfies (*) and d(F( 1”). w) > d( u”, w). This gives Claim 3. 
It remains to prove that if C, P’, C” E C’c(u, WV) have length ?z and R,,(r, c’), 
R&F) then R,‘(c’,c”). Let ~=(+k’~ ,..., +e,), P’=(+&; ,..., 4-C”,), /I= 
(tQ..., +eij. The the.;is is trivial if rz = 0 or if 4, = &‘,‘, 0r if 4, = tz. So there 
are tw0 cases. 
Case 1: & # +?i = 4:. 
By hypothesis: c&R u(v,, $)&(/l)tc(V1, $'),r~'&I/'r((V1, b%'),c"~~~~~(v,, 6,") 
(where q = ri+v, e’j, PZ being the cell containing t,;,, c’;,, and 6 = L(T), R’ = 
L(7). 9’ = L(P)). From Claim 2 ‘I’ =~/1)+, from which I?,,(‘+’ v”) follows. 
Case 2: t, f if I, # ft # 6,. 
Let c (resp p’, V” ) be the 2-cell containing f,“, ei (resp. <‘, 4’,‘, and 8,, [I), 
v1 = @(w, P), V; = rG(w, I”), u;‘= @(w, P”) (see Fig. 2). By hypothesis I: & 
J”‘(v;, G) &‘/%(v;, 19) and7 &‘/‘o(v;, G’)F”&A” I/(v;), 3’). By Claim 3 applied 
to; there exists u’ and &C%(v, v’) such that &.J’, I?) &(v’, vi) &J;, I?) k 
N(u', vl;) ~(v;', 6) and r^ &c/r,(v’. v;) u(v;, 6,‘) k A(v’, v;l) N(v;), 6). By Claim 2 
(/‘&i4r~~(v’, ;j, fP&c/&‘, v;l) SO 
c^’ hqv’, v;)m(v;, W), ;“&/k(v’, v;)ff(v;, Iv). 
Now if d(v’, G) Cd(v’, W) then vi = ~(v’, P’), I&‘= w(v’, 8”) so d(v’, W) > 
d(v’, G’), d(v’, IV) >d(v’, G’,) and it follows w = r3(v’, P). By (B) v1 = ~(v’, B), 
so N(U), 6’) &H(v’, v,) N(v,, 6’) and N(v’, 6”) & ‘,(u’, v,) N(IJ,, W’) and R,,(,-‘, 1”‘) 
f0110ws. 
If d(v’, G) > d(v’, w) then let D’(v’, G) = {~(v”, 1.9): v’ E D(v’, 6~) and 
d(u”, w) > d(v”, G)). As in the proof of Claim 3 one shows that if N(v”, @j is of 
maximal length in D’(u’, 6) then it ends by every path in D’(v’, G). Since this 
latter contains I’( vi, 6) and “(II;, GJ) the preceding argument applies with IJ 
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Remark. In general none of conditions (i), (ii), (ii) of Theorem 31 hold. The 
easiest counterexamples are obtained by taking four hyperplanes of R” in general 
position. 
Corollary 32. Itz the hypotheses of Theorem 31 the word problem is solvable for 
JW). 
Proof. It derives from Theorem 27. Cl 
We need one more notation: if Q is an MH*-complex, (i E Q, v E V(g), 
’ = AJv), we denote the class N(V, v’) also by u(v;‘~; v’). Since one of the v, v’ 
;)together with (j) determines the other one, we will as well denote u(v;,~; v’) by 
N(V; ‘j) or by I@; v’). 
For each v, v’ E VG, set 
9(v, v’) = {e’ E Q: V@) c D(v, v’)}, 
where D(v, v’) is defined as before Theorem 31. Let 9,(v, v’) = {a’ E 
B(v, v’) : v’ gpi}. Assume that Q satisfies the following property. 
‘dv, v’, v # v’, 9(v, v’) is simply connected and contracts over (*) 
S,(v, v’) by leaving 9$(v, v’) pointwise fixed. 
This assumption is verified by the complex & of Proposition 9: in fact, if C, C’ are 
the chambers dual to v, v’, then B(v, v’) is the relative interior of the dual to 
D(C, C’) (defined in the proof of Theorem 20), this latter being homeomorphic 
to a disk. 
Let ‘-%!,+ c %+ be the subcomplex given by all j-cells (,i; v), such that 
ed(a’) d n; for brevity, given the cell (d; v), we will set a! = &v; d). 
Theorem 33. Let Q be an MH*-complex for which (*) holds. Then if cancellation 
laws hold in Ce+ together with condition (iii) of Theorem 31, then the universal 
covering % is contractible. 
Proof. By Theorem 30 it is sufficient to prove that %!+ is contractible. Since 
%+ = lim, OUT, it will suffice to prove that %L is contractible, n > 0. 
By induction on n. For n = 0, %c consists of the only point (oO; v~~)~ = vo, so it 
is contractible. 
Let y E J&(%+), F(y) = vo, L(y) = vl, represent a point in %,T \ %f_ I (i.e. 
cd(y) = n). Let (pi; v jcy E %,T \ %,T_, be a cell containing y. Then L( cr’) = vl, 
other;.ise ed(a’) > cd(y) = n and (0’; v), $ %,T. Hence a’ = y. If v’ is the vertex 
of c mdition (iii) of Theorem 30 relative to y, then 
y = y’,&t’, v,) = y’u(v’, V)N(V, v,) = txu(v, v,) = a’ 
for : ,me y’ E J&(%‘). F(y’) = vo. L(y’) = v’, tl(~‘; v), E %21;: containing y. By 
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cancellation (Y = y’ N(V), v). So if $,(B(v’, v,)) is the lifting of ~(zJ’, v,) 
such that nG#(v’) is the point y’ E %, then n;.(g(v’, v,)) contains (pi; v),. The 
contraction of 9(v’, v,) onto B,(v’, v,) lifts to one in %,’ contracting all cells 
(PI; v), 3 y onto 9!:.+ by leaving %i.-i pointwise fixed. Proceedings in this way, 
at last we contract all U,’ onto “21,‘_,, so by induction the thesis is achieved. Cl 
Remarks. (1) There are easy examples of MH*-complexes satisfying (*), which 
are not duals to arrangements of pseudo-hemispheres. 
(2) Hypotheses (i), (ii) of Theorem 30 seem to be quite difficult to be verified 
(and we will return on that in future work). It would be interesting to find a finite 
condition which implies them (conjecture: there is an n E N, depending on Q and 
effectively computable, such that (i) and (ii) hold iff (i) holds for all positive paths 
of length dn and %’ is contractible). 
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6. 
By Theorem 31 the complex associated to a simplicial arrangements of 
hyperplanes in IJV is a k(n, 1) ([l]). By using Theorem 31 we get new 
k(n, 1)-spaces, coming from ‘non-stretchable’ simplicial arrangements of pseudo- 
hemispheres. 
Recall ([S; Ch. 21) that an arrangement of pseudolinzs in lFD2(rW) is a finite 
family Sp = {L,, . . . , L,} of simple closed curves such that every two curves 
intersect transversally at precisely one point. By lifting .s@ to S* one obtains an 
arrangement of pseudo-hemispheres (by taking all pseudo-hemispheres whose 
boundary is a lifting of a pseudoline). Clearly from a simplicial arrangement &’ of 
pseudolines one obtains a simplicial arrangement &’ of pseudo-hemispheres; if & 
is the completed dual complex (as in Proposition 9) then by Theorems 31 and 33 
its associated complex 2 is a k(n, 1). 
There are infinite families of nonstretchable simplicial arrangements of 
pseudolines (see [5; Ch. 21). We report from [5] the simplest such arrangements 
(Fig. 5). 
Note added in proof. Recently A. Bjorner and G. Ziegler have found a 
description of our associated complex (in case of arrangements of hyperplanes in 
W”) in terms of stratification of the space (see ‘Combinatorial Stratification of 
Complex Arrangements’, preprint 1991). 
R. Coroloril and L. Paris independently have found different re-proves of 
Deligne result. 
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